On Appeal
As the copied works were created before 1978, the Copyright Act of 1909 applies.
The burden is on Fleischer to show ownership via the chain of title. Litchfield v. Spielberg, 736 F.2d 1352 736 F.2d , 1355 736 F.2d (9th Cir. 1984 .
No dispute that Paramount got rights from Fleischer to both Betty Boop character and the cartoons. But in the Paramount to UM&M deal, Paramount carved out the Betty Boop character and retained it.
Subsequent conduct on the part of Paramount can be used to discern contractual intent. See Wolkowitz v. FDIC (In re Imperial Credit Industries, Inc.) , 527 F.3d 959, 966 (9th Cir. 2008 LEXIS 111576 (2010) .
Righthaven has the blogosphere in an uproar with its copyright-litigation-for-profit business model. Righthaven trolls the Web and files copyright infringement lawsuits principally for the Las Vegas Review Journal and the Denver Post, but seems to be picking up new clients. Rather than serving as an attorney for those papers, it buys copyright from them and files suit on its own behalf. Which is to say it produces nothing creative it is trying to protect.
Righthaven does not attempt to mitigate damages via a cease and desist letter. Rather it demands the flabbergasting $150,000 statutory damages plus forfeiture of the Website domain name to get a blogger's attention and then settles for what the poor shlub can afford.
This has nonetheless proved quite lucrative if one can believe the information on the Website Welcome to Righthaven Lawsuits. And their targets are truly random bloggers scattered throughout the U.S. One is a woman who blogs about her cat.
Nelson is a Nevada realtor with an Internet blog with info about buying homes in Nevada. Nelson used eight lines of a thirty-line Las Vegas Review Journal news story with both factual info about a federal housing program and reporter's commentary on the effect on the housing market. When Righthaven sued, Nelson fought back and raised a Fair Use defense, and the district court held in his favor.
" [T] he fair use of a copyrighted work, … for purposes such as criticism, comment [or] news reporting … not an infringement of copyright." 17 U.S.C. § 107. Against the Grain / April 2011 <http://www.against-the-grain.com>
A. Purpose and Character of the Use
Nelson's blog is both educational and commercial, but the underlying motive is to generate business for himself as a realtor. Which would weigh against fair use.
B. Nature of the Work
Nelson only lifted factual content from the article which supports fair use. See e.g., Los Angeles news Service v. CBS Broadcasting, Inc., 305 F.3d 924 (9th Cir. 2002) (re-publication of a video depicting a news report was a fair use because it was informational rather than creative). The court held that although some photographs are copyrightable, exact photographic reproductions of public domain works of art lack originality and therefore do not quality for copyright. Attribution is a benefit to readers to identify the painting, the artist, and specify where the original is housed; this also acknowledges the museum as the owner of the painting. but some copyright owners have pointed out that people would benefit from bank robberies if the proceeds were distributed to those in need. In other words, both represent a taking of property without compensation, and the argument is that it is justified because of the public good. Most librarians have mixed feelings about the proposed settlement, recognizing the tremendous benefit the Google Books project would offer to libraries and to scholars. On the other hand, giving a monopoly to Google for making, storing, and providing access to the digital copies of these works is problematic.
C. Amount of Copyrighted Work Used
What will happen now is not clear. Judge Chin highlighted problems in the proposed agreement ranging from the attempt basically to rewrite U.S. copyright law, to the settlement's opt-out system rather than opt-in for copyright holders, to the monopoly it would create for Google, to the private management of orphan works. There are several potential next steps, some of which could occur simultaneously. First, the parties could appeal the judge's ruling. Or, the parties could go back to the drawing board for a third time to redraft a settlement agreement. The litigation challenging Google's scanning of materials could go forward should settlement prove impossible. Another potential outcome is that other entities such as the Internet Archive, the proposed Digital Public Library, another nonprofit entity, or a coalition of these organizations create digital libraries of millions of books with similarly excellent search capability, but they do so with permission of the copyright holder. The settlement rejection could spur Congressional action, especially for orphan works legislation but also for public funding of a national digital books project. It is too soon to know with certainty what will happen next, however, but these are a few of the possibilities.
QUESTION: A public library has created a digital archive of local photographs that were donated to the library over the years and has posted them on the Web. The librarian has been contacted by a member of the community asking for a photograph to be removed from the online display because he is the photographer and owns the copyright.
What should the library do?
ANSWER: A purely legalistic answer would focus solely on whether the individual actually owns the copyright, the date of the photo, whether it had been published, registered for copyright, etc. The library certainly could take such a stand, research the copyright issue and work with the city or county attorney for a legal solution to the problem. But there are other serious concerns in addition to copyright ownership. For example, how important is that particular photograph to the overall collection? Is it worth causing hard feelings with a member of the community? Is it possible to work with the individual to ensure that he receives credit as the photographer but get him to grant permission for the photograph to remain online? The library also may want to make sure that its website asks for copyright holders to come forward so that they may be credited; and the Website should contain a statement that the library will remove any copyrighted photograph from the 305 F.3d at 941 (copying only as much as necessary to provide relevant factual information weighs in favor of fair use).
D. Effect on Potential Market for Copyrighted Work
Little or no effect on the market. Reader would still go to the Review Journal for the other twenty-two sentences plus the author's riveting commentary. Does not dilute the market for the article.
This holding was by Larry Hicks, U.S. District Judge. Since then, a Judge James Mahan, also of Nevada, has ruled in favor of fair use in Righthaven v. Center for Intercultural Organizing, but as this goes to press, the opinion is unpublished. But incredibly in this case, the entire article was lifted. Judge Mahan also feels Righthaven is diminishing the value of the copyright by using it purely for a lawsuit and that copyright under those circumstances is entitled to less protection.
Mind you, I don't have any trouble seeing the other side on that one. The newspapers are merely outsourcing their litigation. But the defense attorney in one of the cases says Righthaven is on the edge of champerty and barratry, the old common law prohibitions against buying a piece of a lawsuit.
And, as both Righthaven losses are in Nevada, the appeal goes to those la-la land folks on the Ninth Circuit in San Francisco. While they are infamous for creating off-the-wall new law and being reversed by the U.S. Supreme Court, in the area of copyright, they know their stuff. And this is just the kind of brave new world cosmological thinking they delight in.
Some commentators are predicting the opening of the floodgates for soft infringement on the Web. But whatever happens, this will have a big impact.
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